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Executive Summary
Cybersecurity of Industrial Control Systems (ICS) is 

not an IT-problem but a boardroom issue. Awareness 

of the impact of a breach in the ICS/OT (operational 

technology) environment has risen considerably 

as threats to ICS could have severe impacts on the 

business and reputation of the organization, not to 

mention the safety of people and the environment. 

As such, stakeholders are increasingly requesting 

that organizations be transparent about the number 

of serious cyber incidents and the overall cyber risk. 

CEOs and CISOs could be called to answer tough 

questions about their ICS environments:

• Do you know the current security risk level and 

potential business impact?

• Are your employees aware of cyber threats to ICS 

and are they appropriately trained?

• Do you have incidence response processes in place 

that span both IT and OT groups?

This paper will help decision makers understand 

how cyberattacks are affecting both IT and OT 

networks, including the risks involved, and provide 

recommendations for preparing against cyberattacks 

on OT networks.

Introduction – An Increasingly 
Interconnected World
From in-factory sensors to sensors along a gas 

pipeline, Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) devices 

are communicating to each other and to us, enabling 

businesses to use data-driven analytics to improve 

productivity, reduce manufacturing and shipping 

delays, improve the use of field and shop floor assets, 

and much more. These smart devices are changing 

how we work. 

Traditionally, Industrial Control Systems existed in 

silos and used proprietary protocols, networks and 

technology. An operator would need to continually 

move around the plant floor and manually measure 

variables such as temperature readings and 

report them. Now, modern ICS are based on open 

architectures using standardized interfaces and are 

connected to the internal corporate networks, and 

in some cases the internet. These systems get data 

from remote sensors that monitor and measure 

critical processes.

With the growth of IIoT, the convergence of 

Operations Technology and IT teams is unavoidable. 

This convergence is enabling applications such as 

preventive maintenance, asset monitoring, fleet 

management and numerous other new connected 

services. But with today’s advances in technology 

and increasing technological convergence, comes 

more opportunities for vulnerability coupled with a 

heightened risk of both targeted and non-targeted 

cybersecurity threats. Reaping the business rewards 

of IIoT will depend on our ability to successfully 

manage and secure ICS, supervisory control and data 

acquisition (SCADA) systems and IIoT assets.

How the Two Worlds of OT and IT Connect
The integration of IT systems with OT systems in 

industrial environments have been converging for 

years. Already, most organizations are using Windows 

PCs that have a Human Machine Interface (HMI) 

to send commands to field or factory equipment. 

Though the idea of connecting devices, people and 

process across the enterprise is not new, harnessing 

the abilities of connected devices for industrial 

operations in the Industry 4.0 era is on the rise.

In an interconnected OT and IT environment, 

intelligent devices in OT networks are connected to IT 

infrastructures to enable industrial companies to make 

smarter, data-driven business decisions faster. With 

many variations in control systems and devices, many 

organizations rely on network segmentation policies 

to maintain separation between IT and OT networks.
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However, without full visibility and control of what’s 

leaving and entering OT networks, there is no way 

to protect what you can’t see. An attack that starts 

in an IT environment can quickly move to an OT 

environment and vice versa. If an ICS, SCADA system 

or connected devices such as valves, gauges, or 

switches are compromised, malicious actors could 

bring about destructive physical consequences to 

critical infrastructure and services, the environment 

and even human life. 

Fortunately, organizations can significantly improve 

their security posture by using a common data 

platform that enables ingestion of any type of data, 

structured and unstructured, and allows both IT and 

OT teams to quickly access and analyze all data 

relevant to their needs.

OT Cyber Security Challenges
According to SANS Institute’s insights on ICS security, 

threats are shifting, identifying attacks remains 

challenging and basic security practices are not 

implemented. Part of the challenge stems from the fact 

that OT networks are traditionally non-secure in nature.

Non-Stop Operations Running on Legacy 
Technologies
Despite the high-profile news coverage of recent 

attacks of unpatched systems, many organizations 

don’t regularly apply patches or have patching 

policies or procedures in place for ICS. In many cases, 

these systems were developed years ago and are tied 

to older versions of Microsoft Windows. In the case 

of ransomware WannaCry, Microsoft issued a patch 

for Windows XP and other unsupported operating 

systems to limit the number of machines at risk from 

the attack. However, patching vulnerabilities is not 

an option in many industrial environments, as these 

systems need to operate non-stop.

The Difference in Security Focus between IT 
and OT Teams
One of the main differences between IT and OT 

lies in what they do. IT professionals operate in 

dynamic environments and are generally concerned 

with securing systems that house data such as 

financial and customer information, intellectual 

property and corporate information. Much of their 

time is spent keeping up with the latest software 

and hardware technologies, patching, upgrading 

and replacing systems.

For the OT staff, security is a lesser concern; they 

manage the plant floor, process automation and 

production systems. Concerns are with safety and 

availability of their physical and digital assets because 

disruption could cause production losses. In some 

cases, failure of equipment could be a matter of life 

and death. 

This difference in security focus and making the 

choice to not implement security controls could harm 

system availability and performance — the very things 

OT staff care about most.

Lack of Security Expertise In OT Environments
The inability to properly identify or act on risks that 

impact business operations is one of the primary 

impediments to securing ICS. This challenge is 

compounded by the lack of security expertise with 

OT environments and increasing reliance on third-

party vendors to provide SCADA/ICS infrastructure 

and security, granting vendors with a high-level 

access to those systems.

Impacts of a Security Breach
As OT networks and IT networks converge, it is more 

important to be vigilant and protect ICS from attacks. 

The following two events show the magnitude of the 

situation and serve as a reminder to protect your 

business before it is too late.

In June 2017, NotPetya made its debut globally via a 

software exploit that infected IT networks and spread 

pervasively to disrupt organizations’ OT networks. It 

was believed that the malware had been targeting 

energy companies, the power grid, bus stations, 

gas stations, airports and banks. The White House 

considered NotPetya the most destructive and costly 

cyberattack in history, causing more than $10 billion in 

total damages. 

https://www.sans.org/webcasts/103727?msc=PR
https://www.securityweek.com/industrial-systems-risk-wannacry-ransomware-attacks
https://www.wired.com/story/notpetya-cyberattack-ukraine-russia-code-crashed-the-world/
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Another example occurred in November 2017, which 

further revealed the vulnerability of ICS. Known as 

Triton, this malware targeted Schneider Electric’s 

Triconex Safety Instrumented System (SIS) controllers 

directly, causing safety monitoring systems to 

trigger the shutdown of an industrial process at an 

undisclosed organization. 

These attacks demonstrated colossal financial loss 

and threat to human life, and they are becoming 

increasingly common.

Preparing for the Future: 
Recommendations for ICS Security
Control systems are no longer isolated from corporate 

or other networks. Attacks are now penetrating OT 

networks. Strategies focusing only on IT systems and 

excluding ICS will only perpetuate an environment of 

risk that outsider and insider threats will eventually 

exploit. The attack surface will increase along with 

the level of digitization and business leaders should 

act now.

Here are Splunk’s recommendations for preparing 

against cyberattacks on OT networks.

1. Make your OT networks visible to security teams. 
For security, having situational awareness of what 

is attempting to connect to the OT systems as well 

as what is going on within the system helps to 

protect the enterprise holistically. Even if you can’t 

patch Windows machines, be aware of them.

 Monitoring and securing ICS devices via the 

network is a critical step. Leveraging existing 

network technologies such as routers, switches 

and firewalls, as well as technologies specific to 

industrial environments, provides organizations with 

the ability to monitor and detect threats to their 

systems. A single platform, Splunk for Industrial 
IoT helps organizations to correlate OT events with 

IT security events, accelerating investigation efforts, 

drastically increasing visibility and helping to reduce 

risks of these disparate environments.

2. Align IT and OT security goals and collaboration. 
Business-level oversight and executive leadership 

help to establish a culture of collaboration 

between IT and OT for the common good of the 

business. Improving an organization’s security 

posture depends on how effectively both sides 

can collaborate with each other to improve mutual 

understanding and increase reliability and security 

of critical infrastructure. 

 This becomes more crucial in the years ahead as 

manufacturing and transportation will each exceed 

$150 billion in IIoT spending by 2022.1 The size of 

the IoT market and the consequences of these 

devices failing will require considerable attention.

3. Think strategically about securing OT networks. 
Take care to implement critical foundational 

cybersecurity elements such as access control, 

segmentation and appropriate levels of 

cryptography. Make sure OT networks are part of 

your governance and incident response plan.

 If an organization suffers a breach, it must be 

able to quickly determine when it happened, 

what damages were caused and whether it has 

been remediated. With Splunk for Industrial IoT, 

organizations can bring the data-driven nature of 

IT security operations to OT, helping to proactively 

report on compliance and making any potential 

audit much easier.

1. IDC’s Worldwide Semiannual Internet of Things Spending Guide.
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